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The system the national government uses to measure the level of the country\'s 
economic activity in a given time period is _______
book keeping System

Policy of _____ is to keeps the value of money stable
price stability

The summation of all the values of goods and services produced in a country by the 
nationals and _____ is called Gross domestic product
non-nationals

A Shoe maker charges N8000.00 for each pairs of shoe he makes. The Shoe maker 
pays his shop apprentice N500.00 per cloth made in return for sweeping the floor and 
other chores. For each shoe produced, what is the total contribution of the shoe maker 
and his apprentice to GDP?
None of the Options

The goods sold in the black market, are excluded although they are priced (they have 
market value) and fulfil the needs of the people but from the social point of view, they 
are not useful, and thus, the income received from their sales and purchases is always 
not included in _____.
Gross domestic Product

A bag of cassava has a market value of N500, which is the price Olusanya Nigeria Ltd 
paid for the cassava. If the cassava undergo series of production system, which has a 
market value of N1000.00 (the price the company paid for the cassava). The cassava is 
then made into Garri worth N3000.00 in the market. The intermediate goods in this 
analysis is_____
None of the Options

Keynes alternative definition of ______ is a situation in which aggregate employment is 
inelastic in response to an increase in the effective demand for its output
full employment

The profits earned or losses incurred on account of changes in capital assets as a 
result of the fluctuations in market prices are included in GDP if and only if they are not 
responsible for the current yearâ€™s _________
All of the options

Another term used for ______ in economics is book keeping system
National income accounting

OgoOluwa and sons Ltd is into farming production and he produces N6,000 worth of 
cattle milk. He sold N1,800 worth of milk to his friends and uses the rest of the milk to 
feed his livestock, which he at the end sold to his friends for N8,500. What is 
OgoOluwa and sons Ltd contribution to GDP?
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